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Memories in My Mother’s Kitchen

My mother’s humble kitchen has always been the source of comfort, warmth, and home.

It was the first place I would rush to the second I threw my backpack on the floor each day after

school. Our townhouse kitchen was not large by any means. The limited counter space was a

dark emerald with chestnut brown specks plastered across its smooth surface.

Throughout my childhood, I would constantly climb on this counter to reach the ivory

dishes stacked neatly on the shelves. Jumping down was always thrilling, even though my feet

stung every time they collided with the dotted white tiles below.

There was a dainty square window above the deep kitchen sink; it was outlined with

floral lace curtains which danced against the cool breeze. In the warm months, my mother was

enchanted by the melodious chickadees that sat along the wooden backyard fence. She would

always leave unsalted sunflower seeds against the delicate windowsill for the tiny songbirds to

nibble on. We had little shelf space, so my mother would stack all the battered fry pans and metal

baking sheets into the wide standing oven. It was an unforgettable experience emptying the

jam-packed oven trays each time I had the urge to bake sugar cookies. From a young age, I grew

accustomed to the rich aroma of masala spices, steamed white rice, and slow-cooked meat

curries that melted in my mouth.

“Meri Jaan, come and eat dinner," my mother would refer to me as my love in Urdu

whenever she bade me to the round dining table.

“I’m coming, Ami Jaan!" I would respond in my mother tongue; the clinking sound of

dishes being set against the small table only fastened my pace towards the modest dining area.
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The first thing I was taught to make was Pakistani chai: when to add the whole milk, the

orange pekoe tea bags, sprinkle in the cardamom seeds, and how long to watch the silver pot so

that the tea wouldn’t spill over. My favourite meal that my mother would make was traditional

chicken biryani: a savory rice dish cooked with layers of boiled potatoes and spiced chicken,

paired with a side of fresh coriander cucumber yogurt.

It’s now become a tradition that whenever my mother makes my favourite meal, she

convinces my five siblings to keep it a surprise from me. To be honest, I can tell right away when

she is making biryani. The familiar fragrance of sizzling chicken and the puffs of steam coming

from the brewing pot of rice usually give it away. But I always act genuinely surprised every

time she proudly reveals my favorite dish.

These moments of pure love are the ones I will treasure, even after the world forgets me

and I am nothing but stardust.


